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FashNet 2017 Fashion Runway Show and Awards 
An evening of fashion, networking and entertainment! 

 
Dallas, TX - March 20, 2017 – FashNet announces the Launch of a unique fashion and entertainment event 

bringing together talented emerging Fashion Artists from within the fashion industry to a spectacular high-end 

fashion show. The event will take place May 12th 2017 at 7:00 pm at Edisons Dallas, TX and will feature the latest 

in fashion trends. It was created to provide a fashion networking platform for ambitious uprising Fashion Artists - 

be it designers, hairstylists, make-up artists or models, to expose their talents and enhance their visibility to an 

audience of fashion forward men and women, boutique buyers, celebrity stylists and members of the media in a 

fun and fashionable setting.  

In an ever changing, fast-paced fashion industry, exposure is essential. For most aspiring Fashion Artists, success in 

the industry is determined primarily by the level of exposure and visibility. Recognizing this need, the mission of 

FashNet is to: 

 encourage COLLABORATION between Fashion Artists and participants, enabling them to discover 

synergies and build lasting partnerships 

 support emerging Fashion Artists to gain EXPOSURE and visibility to their products and services while 

learning from seasoned Fashion Artists in a high-end fashion show with great entertainment factor 

 encourage Fashion Artists who are emerging as true creative forces in fashion and entertainment in their 

communities by RECOGNIZING them with the FashNet Awards 

But FashNet is not just about exposing new designers and fashion trends. Amid the models, the entertainment and 

the incredible couture, fashNet is using its platform to raise awareness and funds for a good cause. This year we 

are putting the spotlight on the needs of women and children in crisis by partnering with “Keeps Boutique at The 

Gatehouse” a nonprofit that provides new clothing to women and children who are breaking cycles of abuse, 

prison & poverty.  

FashNet will bring a new breath of air in the fashion and entertainment industry to the fashion forward community 

of Dallas/DFW. By offering emerging fashion artists an opportunity to showcase their creativity and artistic skills 

whilst bringing them closer to potential consumers and buyers, FashNet will lead the market in providing 

spectacular fashion runway shows for emerging Fashion Artists with a high entertainment factor at a yearly basis. 

Tickets are available online at www.fashnet.eventbrite.com. 

More information at www.fash-net.com.  
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